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A Case Study of Scheduling Storage Tanks Using a Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
K. P. Dahal, G. M. Burt, J. R. McDonald, and A. Moyes

Abstract—This paper proposes the application of a hybrid ge-
netic algorithm (GA) for scheduling storage tanks. The proposed
approach integrates GAs and heuristic rule-based techniques,
decomposing the complex mixed-integer optimization problem
into integer and real-number subproblems. The GA string con-
siders the integer problem and the heuristic approach solves the
real-number problems within the GA framework. The algorithm
is demonstrated for three test scenarios of a water treatment
facility at a port and has been found to be robust and to give a
significantly better schedule than those generated using a random
search and a heuristic-based approach.

Index Terms—Genetic algorithms, heuristic approach, sched-
uling, storage tanks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Problem Domain

Scheduling problems such as resource allocation, job-shop
scheduling, equipment utilization, and process scheduling occur
in a broad range of industries including chemical processing,
batch processing, oil refinery, and water treatment facilities.
Solving these scheduling problems is important for the eco-
nomic operation of facilities and has been studied in the litera-
ture. Example problems include scheduling of crude oil supply
to a refinery [1], inventory management of a refinery [2], sched-
uling of multiproduct plants consisting of a sequence of stages
[3], scheduling of jobs through a chemical processing tankline
[4], and scheduling of pumping pipelines [5].

A real-life problem involving the short-term scheduling of the
filling and emptying of tanks in a ballast water treatment facility
at a port is considered here. The layout of this facility is shown
in Fig. 1. During a given scheduling horizon, ships with ballast
water arrive at a berth to take on a cargo of oil. Ships berthing at a
jetty must, however, discharge their contaminated ballast water
before they can take on cargo. If ships cannot discharge bal-
last water due to some facility constraints, they must wait until
discharging is possible and the ship operators have the right to
charge demurrage costs for the time the vessel waits to debal-
last.

Ballast water can be pumped at each jetty station from the
ship through the ballast pipeline to one of a number of receipt
tanks. The ballast water is then left in the tanks to settle, thereby
allowing the oil and water to separate, before the remaining
oily-water is run down through further treatment facilities via
a run-down line. Therefore, a cycle of the operation of a tank
consists of empty, filling, settling, stationary, and running-down
stages. There may be several fillings and several settlings in a
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Fig. 1. Overview of a ballast water treatment facility.

cycle of the operation of a tank. In order to maximize the water
quality, the running-down rate should be at a minimum. In addi-
tion, the subsequent treatment facility demands continuous and
steady flow of the oily-water.

The solution of the reported problem involves determining
the details of an unloading schedule for the ships, as described
later, allocating tanks to fill up the ballast water of the ships,
determining the rates at which this should be done, and allo-
cating tanks for running down the oily-water and determining
the rates at which this should be done. This requires minimizing
delays to ships, maximizing water quality by minimizing the
running-down rate, and ensuring a continuous and steady supply
of oily-water to the subsequent process. Furthermore, the so-
lution must satisfy physical and operating constraints of the
facility. This represents a complex constrained mixed-integer
combinatorial optimization problem.

This scheduling problem is typical of those posed in chemical
facilities and oil refineries [1]–[5] and is vital to solve in order
to operate the facility optimally.

B. Solution Techniques

For many real-world resource management problems,
the material flow process yields to the application of many
traditional techniques such as mathematical programming
[1], linear programming-based branch and bound [2], and
Bender decomposition [3]. Other such applications have been
tackled with heuristic methods in an attempt to incorporate
domain-specific knowledge as in [4] and [5].

The main drawback of the mathematical programming tech-
niques is that the number of combinations of states that must be
searched increases exponentially with the size of problem and
becomes computationally prohibitive (the “curse of dimension-
ality” [6]). Furthermore, these techniques are poor in handling
the nonlinear objective and constraint functions and several as-
sumptions are generally required to make the problem solvable
using reasonable computational resources [4], [5]. Alternatively,
some heuristic-based techniques use a trial-and-error method to
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evaluate the objective function in the time interval under exam-
ination. This is troublesome and time consuming as it requires
significant operator input [4].

In order to overcome the above limitations, a wide range
of complex scheduling problems have been attempted by
using genetic algorithms (GAs) [7]–[9]. GA-based approaches
have been employed to solve job shop scheduling [10], [11],
production planning [12]–[15], task allocation [16], [17], and
timetabling [18] problems.

GAs capable of dealing with dynamic changes in the problem
environment have been developed using efficient decoding
[10], combining with heuristic [11], and employing special
encoding and operators [17]. Large-scale problems have been
decomposed into smaller subproblems to apply the GA-based
approach more effectively [12], [18]. A multiplier updating
method has been incorporated with GAs to handle the problem
constraints in [13], whereas a nonlinear penalty approach
has been employed in [16]. Problem-specific encoding and
operators have been employed in some GA solutions [14],
[15]. Other applications have coupled simulation models with
GA-based optimization components in an attempt to improve
solution quality [19], [20].

These reported applications present GA-based approaches
for scheduling problems in industries such as manufacturing
[10], [13], [14], [16], agriculture [12], [19], and steelworks
[20]. There is, however, little reported research work on the
application of these approaches to scheduling problems in
processing facilities.

Previous work [21] presented a GA approach to a single test
problem relating to the water treatment facility reported here.
This paper demonstrates the improved performance of a hybrid
GA/heuristic approach as detailed later by considering a wider
problem set.

The proposed GA-based technique decomposes the problem
into integer and continuous (real-number) problem elements.
The GA string characterizes the integer problem whereas the
real-number problems are solved within the GA framework by
using the rule-based heuristic component. The results obtained
by using the technique for the test scenarios are promising and
are better than those found using a heuristic approach based on
common operational practice and those found using a random
search technique.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a general
problem statement and mathematical model in the form of a
mixed-integer programming problem for the above-described
problem. Section III gives an overview of the proposed ap-
proach. The test problems are described in Section IV. The
performance of the solution technique and the obtained results
are discussed in Section V, while conclusions are noted in
Section VI.

II. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Problem Statement

Given the configuration of the facility as well as the arrival
times and contents of ships and the equipment capacity limi-
tations (refer to Fig. 1), the problem is one of determining a

ship-unloading, tank-filling, and tank-emptying schedule. The
ship-unloading schedule defines the start time, rates, and com-
pletion time of the unloading of ships. The tank-filling schedule
defines the allocation and rates for the filling of tanks, whereas
the tank-emptying schedule defines the allocation and rates for
the running down of tanks. This is subject to the given configu-
ration of the facility and the arrival times and contents of ships.
This problem is representative of a tightly constrained sched-
uling problem characterized by daily arrival of material, pro-
cessing of the material, and feeding of the material to meet a
continuous demand, for example, oil refinery [1], [2], [5], chem-
ical facilities [4], manufacturing industries [14], and steelworks
[20]. The following objective and constraints apply.

Objective: Minimize the actual operating cost of the facility
and maximize the product (ballast water) quality. The objec-
tive function, therefore, includes actual costs associated with
waiting time for ships and penalty costs associated with the
quality of running down water, specifically for excessive and
nonuniform of the run-down rates.

Constraints:

1) Physical limits and operational rules of the facility.
2) Ship unloading rules.
3) Tank-filling rules.
4) Tank running-down rules.

B. Mathematical Model

This section presents the optimization problem as a mixed-in-
teger programming problem. The proposed scheduling model is
based on a uniform discretization of time in the given sched-
uling horizon. A complete list of the notation used is given and
the objective and constraints of the optimization problem are set
out.

1) Notation:
a) Indices:

Tank.
Ship.
Filling stage within a cycle.
Cycle of tank operation.
Time.

b) Initial conditions for the facility:
Running-down rate of the facility at the end of the
previous scheduling period (ton/h).
Elapsed settling time for tankat the start (h).
Volume of ballast water in tankat start (ton).

c) Initial conditions for ships:
Time when ship is ready for unloading after arrival
at the jetty station.
Volume of ballast water in ship at arrival (ton).

d) Parameters:
Cost per unit excess run-down rate (cost
unitsh/ton).
Waiting cost of ship per unit excess time (cost
units/h).
Cost associated with nonuniformity of run-down
rate of the facility (cost unitsh/ton).
Settling time for tank (h).
Discharging capacity of ballast jetty line (ton/h).
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Maximum running-down rate for the facility (ton/h).
Maximum rate of change of run-down rate for the
facility (ton/h ).
Minimum running-down rate for the facility (ton/h).
Maximum unloading rate for ship(ton/h).
Discrete time interval (h).
Maximum volume of tank (ton).

e) Decision variables:
0–1 variable indicating if tank is in filling stage at
time .
Run-down rate of the facility at time(ton/h).
Discharge rate of ship at time (ton/h).
0–1 variable indicating if tank is in running-down
stage at time.

f) General variables:
Index of filling up tank at time .
Index of running-down tank at time.
Number of filling stages within cycle for tank .
Discharge rate through ballast line at time(ton/h).
Number of cycles of operation for tankin schedule.
Start time of th filling of tank in cycle .
Completion time of th filling of tank in cycle .
Running-down start time of tankin cycle .
Running-down completion of tankin cycle .
Unloading start time for ship.
Unloading completion time for ship.
Volume of ballast water in ship at time (ton).
Volume of ballast water in tankat time (ton).

2) Formulation of Objective and Constraints:The objective
of this problem can be defined as minimizing the sum of costs
associated with the waiting time for ships due to the filling con-
straints, costs involved with excessive run-down rates, and costs
associated with the nonuniformity of the run-down rates. The
problem, therefore, can be stated as

minimize

(1)

where corresponds to round-up to an integer value and
is the run-down rate of the facility at the start of

the scheduling period. The first summation in (1) relates to the
operating costs of the facility, while the second summation re-
lates to the quality of the oily-water taken from the facility.

The following group of constraints relates to the physical
limits and operational rules of the facility as a whole.

1) Only one tank can be connected to the ballast jetty line at
a time

(2)

2) Only one tank can be in the running-down stage at a time

(3)

3) The tank being filled must not be in the running-down
stage

(4)

4) A tank cannot be filled to more than its capacity

5) A tank must stand stationary for at least the given settling
time after filling up and before running-down

(6)

6) The running-down rate of the facility must be greater than
the specified minimum value

(7)

7) A tank must remain in the running-down stage for a min-
imum length of time to empty its contents

(8)

8) The instantaneous change in the running-down rate must
be less than the specified limit

(9)

9) A tank continues to run down until it is emptied

(10)

The following group of constraints relates to the ship un-
loading rules.

1) A ship can unload its ballast water only after a certain
time has elapsed from its arrival at the jetty station

(11)

2) The duration of unloading for a ship is bounded by the
initial volume of ballast water in the ship divided by the
maximum unloading rate

(12)
3) The “first come, first serve” principle applies for the ship

unloading. The first ship to arrive discharges at the highest
possible discharge rate

(13)
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4) The ballast line discharge rate is the sum of the discharge
rates of the ships unloading at a given time

(14)

5) A ship must unload all of its ballast before leaving the
jetty station

(15)

6) The volume of ballast water in a ship at each time is the
volume at the previous time less the volume of the ballast
water transferred from the ship in that time interval

(16)

The following group of constraints relates to the tank-filling
rules.

1) The start time for each filling of a tank in a particular cycle
of operation is less than its completion time

(17)

2) The filling start time of a tank in a particular cycle of op-
eration is greater than the completion time of the previous
filling in that cycle

(18)

3) The start time of the first filling of a tank in a cycle is
greater than the running-down completion time of the
tank in the previous cycle of operation

(19)

The following group of constraints relates to the tank run-
ning-down rules.

1) Material balance must be satisfied at all times

(20)

2) The running-down rate of the facility must be less than
the specified upper limit

(21)

3) The volume of the contents of a storage tank cannot be
less than zero

(22)

It is clear from the above that this formulation represents a
nonlinear mixed-integer programming problem, which cannot
be solved using conventional mathematical programming
methods within a reasonable computational time.

III. PROPOSEDSOLUTION APPROACH

A. Decomposition of Problem

The proposed GA-based solution technique decomposes the
scheduling problem into three subproblems as shown in Fig. 2.
Subproblem 1 is modeled as an integer-programming problem,
the solution to which consists of an allocation of tanks for
filling up and for running down at each time step. Subproblems
2 and 3 are continuous (real-number) programming problems.
Subproblem 2 uniquely determines the ship unloading schedule
using constraints represented by constraints (5), (11)–(16), and
(20), the ship arrival details, and the allocation of tanks for
filling up given by the solution to subproblem 1. In addition to
this, subproblem 2 also uniquely determines the filling rates for
the allocated tanks using the calculated ship unloading schedule
and constraints (5), (14), and (17)–(20). Similarly, subproblem
3 calculates the running-down rates using constraints (6)–(10),
(19)–(22), and the allocation of tanks for running down given
by the solution to subproblem 1. This does not define a unique
solution to subproblem 3; the strategy adopted is to implement
the maximum possible change in run-down rates as early as
possible.

The decomposition of this problem allows the use of an in-
tegrated approach as a solution technique. Subproblem 1 is a
combinatorial problem and as such represents the most difficult
among the three subproblems. Subproblem 1, therefore, forms a
natural target for a GA approach. Consequently, the GA solution
string adopted here consists of only the decision (integer) vari-
ables for subproblem 1, while subproblems 2 and 3 are solved
during the evaluation value determination using heuristic ap-
proaches.

The algorithms for the heuristic solution of subproblems 2
and 3 have been successfully developed from well-established
operational procedures discussed below. In general, however,
such knowledge may be difficult to obtain. Specialist domain
knowledge associated with operational practices can be cap-
tured by adopting a structured approach [22] prior to implemen-
tation within the heuristic-based component. Indeed, through
the conduct of a series of knowledge elicitation meetings with
experienced operators and the preparation of structured tran-
scripts, the operational rules, constraints, requirements, and per-
formance of the water treatment facility were identified.

B. GA Implementation

As mentioned above, the GA string represents the solution of
subproblem 1, that is, an allocation of tanks for filling up and
running down for all time steps. Two generic types of represen-
tation can be used to encode a candidate solution for subproblem
1: binary or integer.

With a binary representation, the binary variables and
can be encoded explicitly using a one-dimensional bi-

nary array. The size of the GA search space with this type of rep-
resentation is . The size of the feasible solution space,
however, is comparatively small.

The number of variables and the size of the GA search space
can be reduced if the indices of the tanks in the filling up stage

and in the running-down stage are encoded in the
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Fig. 2. Decomposition of the tank scheduling problem and structure of GA
evaluation function.

solution string. This approach allows the use of an integer repre-
sentation to explicitly encode integer variables (and ) in
the GA solution string. The integer representation significantly
reduces the length of the GA solution string from the
bits required for the binary representation to integers.
This integer encoding has been implemented in this work. Each
scheduling interval is represented by two integers, one identi-
fying the tank being filled and the other identifying the tank
being run down as given by

This type of representation automatically satisfies constraints
(2) and (3) and reduces the GA search space to ,
though this still includes many infeasible solutions.

The quality (fitness) of the schedule represented by the GA
string is calculated by an evaluation function, which is formu-
lated using the results of all three subproblems as shown in
Fig. 2. Here, the GA string and, hence, the solution of sub-
problem 1, satisfies constraints (2) and (3). Solutions to sub-
problems 2 and 3 satisfy constraints (11)–(19) and (20)–(22),
respectively.

The remaining constraints of the problem are considered by
introducing penalty functions in the evaluation function. These
penalty functions take into account not only the fact that con-
straints are violated, but also the degree of those violations by
using linear functions. The constraints are divided into hard and
soft constraints. The hard constraints described by (4)–(7) rep-
resent physical limits and strict operational rules of the sched-
uling problem. The constraints (8)–(10) are taken as the soft
constraints. In addition, the evaluation function includes penalty
functions for nonpreferred operation of the tanks. For example,
it is preferred to have a tank remain in the filling-up stage until
it is full and to avoid topping up a settled tank.

The evaluation value for a GA string is the weighted sum of
the objective value, the penalty value for the violation of the soft
and hard constraints and the penalty value for the nonpreferred
operation of tanks as given by

(23)

where
objective value in (1);
measure of th hard constraint violation;
measure of th soft constraint violation;
summation of values which penalize the
nonpreferred operation of tanks;

and weighting coefficients for th hard con-
straint and th soft constraint, respectively.

These weighting coefficients are chosen so that the violation of
the hard constraints gives greater penalty values than the soft
constraints and that both are generally greater than the objec-
tive values and penalty values for the nonpreferred operation of
tanks. The resulting evaluation value of an infeasible solution
is therefore higher than those of comparable feasible solutions.
The evaluation value of a genetic string gives an inverse indica-
tion of the overall quality of a solution represented by the genes:
the lower the evaluation value of a string, the better its quality.
For feasible solutions, the evaluation value is the sum of the ob-
jective value and the penalty values for nonpreferred operation
(if any).

C. GA Architecture

The proposed GA-based technique has been developed in a
staged way, starting from a basic GA framework. This approach
allows features of other solution techniques, problem domain
knowledge and suitable GA parameters to be identified and used
within the GA framework.

Two alternative GA models have been designed in this work.
The first model, GA-1, is a simple GA [7], [8] whereas the
second model, GA-2, involves restricted operators. GA-1 gen-
erates the initial population pool of candidate solutions by sam-
pling the search space at random. During each iteration, a tour-
nament selection operator is used to choose a parent solution
from the current population. The tournament selection method
picks a subset of solutions at random from the population to
form a tournament selection pool, from which one solution is se-
lected with a probability based upon the measured quality of the
solutions. The selected solutions are then subjected to crossover
with a defined crossover probability (CP). Standard single and
multiple point crossover operators have been employed that ex-
change sections between these two selected solutions with prob-
ability CP. One of the resulting solutions is then chosen to un-
dergo mutation. A standard random mutation operator has been
used to change the integer at each position in the solution within
the allowed range with a defined mutation probability (MP).
The algorithm is terminated when a defined stopping criterion
is reached.

It is possible to start the GA from an initial population that
is generated by considering some domain knowledge. If a sto-
chastic or heuristic approach for generating reasonable solutions
is known, then it may be used to generate the initial population
before the GA is invoked. This can be an effective way of accel-
erating, and sometimes improving, the performance of the GA
[9].

For this problem, constraint (4), which describes that a tank
filling up cannot be in the running-down stage ,
could be respected during the generation of initial solutions. In-
deed, the GA-2 model uses this knowledge in generating the
initial population. However, if the standard crossover and mu-
tation operators described above were then employed, this con-
straint might be violated subsequently during the GA reproduc-
tion process. Therefore, restricted crossover and mutation oper-
ators have been designed that produce new solutions which do
not violate constraint (4).
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The GA-2 model fills the initial population pool of candidate
solutions at random (as in the case of GA-1), but then applies a
repair operator to each of the solutions to make sure that it does
not violate constraint (4). This is achieved by generating a new
integer value of variable for constraint violation time. This
allows the GA to focus in the area of the solution space, where
constraint (4) is not violated; thus, only infeasible solutions are
ignored. The restricted crossover operator exchanges sections
between solutions and then checks for violation of constraint
(4). If this constraint is violated at time, then the value of
is taken from the parent from whom it was not originally inher-
ited. The restricted mutation operator changes an integer at each
time with a new random integer that is within the allowed range
and ensures that . The constraints included within the
restricted operators were selected in view of the ease with which
they can be implemented and their effectiveness in reducing the
GA search space. In general, GA methods using these restricted
operators have increased computational time per trial (i.e., fit-
ness evaluation), but are more robust than those using standard
operators (robust in terms of consistently finding feasible and
improved solutions) [9]. The reported work has demonstrated
this by exhibiting slower computational time per trial and more
focused searching.

Both the generational (GN) and steady-state (SS) population
updating approaches have been tested with GA-1 and GA-2. The
GN approach replaces the population of the previous generation
by a new population of solutions. The SS GA inserts a new so-
lution directly into the population pool replacing a less-fit indi-
vidual, which is adopted here using a tournament replacement
operator similar to the tournament selection operator. The elitist
approach, which ensures that the best individual in the popula-
tion pool is always retained, has been applied in all cases.

The particular GA parameters that give the best performance
for the approach are typically identified after a process of exper-
imentation. An adaptive crossover and mutation operator can be
employed to reduce the amount of experimentation required to
find the favorable GA parameters [7]. However, this is not im-
plemented in this case in order to more transparently assess the
sensitivity of the proposed approach to different GA parame-
ters. The GAs have been implemented on a Sun Sparcstation
1000 using the Reproductive Plan Language, RPL2 [23].

IV. CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

The proposed solution technique has been applied to three
test scenarios of a facility involving four tanks and representing
most of the features of a genuine problem (refer to Fig. 1). Four
ships are to be unloaded during the scheduling period of 24
hours. The ship, tank, and ballast line and running-down line
details are given in Tables I–III, respectively. These realistic
problem scenarios were provided by a facility specialist for for-
mulating test cases.

In order to test realistic situations that may occur in the fa-
cility, three different initial conditions of the tanks are consid-
ered. The paper will refer to the test problem with each of these
three situations as test problems A, B, and C. Two ship arrival
patterns are considered: test problems A and B share the same
ship arrival pattern. The ship details and the initial conditions of

TABLE I
ARRIVAL PATTERNS, CONTENTS, MAXIMUM DISCHARGING RATES, AND

DEMURRAGE COSTS OFSHIPS

TABLE II
BALLAST LINE CAPACITY AND LIMITS AND RATE OF CHANGE OF

RUNNING DOWN RATES

TABLE III
CAPACITIES AND SETTLING TIMES, INITIAL CONTENTS, AND ELAPSED

SETTLING TIMES OF TANKS

the facility for these test problems are presented in Tables I and
III, respectively.

Test problem A represents a tight scheduling situation for the
facility, when the available free space in the tanks is smaller
than the ballast volume receipts and there is not much choice
of tank selection for filling up and running down at the start
of the scheduling period. In test problem B, there is a greater
choice of tank selection for filling up as two tanks are empty at
the start of the scheduling period. Test problem C presents the
greatest choice of the three problems for running down, since
the contents of three tanks of the facility have fully settled at the
start of the scheduling period .
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The following factors were used in the formulation of the
objective function of the problem for all three test problems:
cost per unit excess run-down rate unitsh/ton
and cost associated with nonuniformity of run-down rate

unitsh/ton.

V. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Scope

The size of the GA search space for these test problems is
the same and large. Test problem A has the smallest feasible
solution space of the three problems, as it is more tightly con-
strained. In this sense, test problem A is the hardest among the
three problems and a detailed analysis of the performance of the
algorithm with the different approaches, operators, and param-
eters for this test problem is presented here. Comparisons were
made of the performances of GA-1 and GA-2 models using GN
and SS population updating approaches and varying key GA pa-
rameters. The GA parameters that were varied include the CP,
MP, the number of crossover points, and population size (PS).
For test problems B and C, the variation of results for crossover
and mutation probabilities are described. The remaining design
parameters are taken to be those giving the best performance for
test problem A—the experimentation for test problems B and C
with these design parameters have been shown to give reason-
able results.

The general approach adopted during experimentation was to
conduct 30 GA runs with the selected parameters and identify
the number of runs in which a feasible solution was found. A
percentage success rate was thereby determined. The amount
of infeasibility over 30 GA runs can also be used as a perfor-
mance measurement of the GA approach (in selected test cases
this gave similar results). The “percentage success rate” together
with the best evaluation value in the final population is used to
assess the relative merit of alternative GAs.

The total number of trials (i.e., fitness evaluations) for each
run was fixed to 112 500, which was determined by analysis of
the convergence of the GA technique after a number of experi-
ments. The computational time taken for one GA run was typ-
ically 250 s. The size of the tournament selection/replacement
pools was fixed to ten.

B. GA Performance Analysis

1) Test Problem A:The first set of experiments compared
the ability of the GN and SS GAs to find feasible solutions
to test problem A. These experiments were conducted with
various GA operators and parameters. The success rates ob-
tained using GN and SS GAs for the GA-1 model with standard
two-point crossover and mutation operators are summarized in
the first two blocks of Table IV and labeled GN GA-1 and SS
GA-1, respectively. The CP and MP were varied in the range
of 0.2–1.0 and 0.005–0.1, respectively, while the PS was fixed
at 150. Table IV indicates that both GN GA-1 and SS GA-1
are sensitive to variation of the operator probabilities. In most
of the cases, the performance of SS GA-1 is also shown to be
better than that of GN GA-1 in terms of the success of finding
feasible solutions to the problem. As a result, only the SS GA
was considered for further experiments.

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGESUCCESSRATES FORTEST PROBLEM A WITH THE TWO-POINT

CROSSOVEROPERATOR WITHDIFFERENTGA MODELS

The next set of experiments was intended to analyze the per-
formance of the SS GA for the GA-2 model with the restricted
operators for population initialization, two-point crossover, and
mutation operators. The experiments were done for the same
variation in CP and MP as in the previous cases. The obtained
results are summarized in the third block of Table IV and labeled
SS GA-2. Comparing the two SS GA results shown in Table IV,
SS GA-2 model generally gives a better performance.

Experiments were carried out to observe the effect of varying
the number of crossover points on the performance of the GA.
Tests were done using SS GA-2 model with the restricted one-,
three-, and four-point crossover operators with CP and MP in the
range of 0.2–1.0 and 0.01–0.1, respectively. Crossover points
introduce disruptions to solutions since the location of genes
(“locus”) defines the sequence of time periods in the represen-
tation adopted here. It has been observed that with a smaller
number of crossover points a higher MP is required to provide a
similar level of disruption. On the basis of the observed success
rates, the GA with the one-point crossover operator was found to
give a better performance. The best performance was obtained
with this operator and CP 0.2 and MP 0.1, when 12 out of
30 GA runs found feasible solutions.

Finally, the SS GA-2 model was applied to the test problem
with varied PSs in the range of 50 to 200 using the one-point
crossover with CP 0.2 and MP 0.1. With a lower PS, the GA
was found to converge prematurely at a local optimum due to the
lack of diversity in the population, whereas with the higher PS,
the convergence was slow. The results show that the previously
used PS, PS 150, gives the best success rate for the given
number of trials and size of tournament selection/replacement
pools.

The architecture of the GA that gave the best success rate is
identified in the first portion of Table V. With this GA architec-
ture, a success rate of 40% was obtained, which is better than
those shown in Table IV. The lower half of Table V contains
performance measures relating to the experiment that identified
the lowest evaluation value. The data listed shows the minimum
evaluation value (relating to a feasible solution) to be 69.43. For
comparison, the average evaluation value in the final population
is also listed, as are the average and minimum evaluation values
in the initial population.
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TABLE V
ARCHITECTURE ANDPERFORMANCEMEASURES OF THEBEST PERFORMING

GA WITH TEST PROBLEM A

TABLE VI
PERCENTAGESUCCESSRATE FOR TEST PROBLEMSB AND C

2) Test Problems B and C:For test problems B and C, the
sensitivity of SS GA-2 model to the variation of crossover and
mutation probabilities in the range of 0.2–1.0 and 0.01–0.1 re-
spectively was established. Other GA features were as given
in Table V. The success rates over 30 experiments are given in
Table VI. The GA with CP 0.6 and MP 0.1 gives the best
performance in terms of success rate for test problem B but a rel-
atively poor best solution (evaluation value43.74). However,
over the 30 runs, the best solution (evaluation value33.69)

Fig. 3. Ship unloading schedule given by GA-based and heuristic approaches
for test problems A and B.

Fig. 4. Ship unloading schedule given by GA-based and heuristic approaches
for test problem C.

Fig. 5. Operation of tanks according to the best GA solution for test prob-
lem A.

was found with CP 0.6, MP 0.05. For test problem C, the
best solution (evaluation value 52.56) and the best success
rate were found for higher values of CP and MP as indicated in
Table VI.

C. Schedules from GA-Based Approach

The ship unloading schedules given by the best GA solutions
for test problems A, B, and C are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The
ship unloading schedule (Fig. 3) is identical for test problems
A and B. This is not altogether surprising, as the ship arrival
pattern for these test problems is the same, and the solution gives
the shortest waiting times for the ships and, hence, the lowest
possible demurrage costs. Similarly, the best GA ship unloading
schedule for test problem C with a different ship arrival pattern
(Fig. 4) also gives the shortest waiting times for the ships. This
indicates the validity of the presented approach to problems with
a different ship arrival pattern.

The schedule for the operation of tanks given by the best
GA-based solution (evaluation value69.43) for test problem
A is depicted in Fig. 5. The numerical values for the tank
filling-up rates and tank running-down rates are also shown
in this figure. The schedule for the operation of tanks given
by the best GA-based solution (evaluation value33.69) for
test problem B is illustrated in Fig. 6 with numerical values for
the tank filling-up rates and tank running-down rates. For test
problem C, the schedule for the operation of tanks given by the
best GA-based solution (evaluation value52.56) is depicted
in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Operation of tanks according to the best GA solution for test prob-
lem B.

Fig. 7. Operation of tanks according to the best GA solution for test prob-
lem C.

D. Comparative Techniques

For comparison’s sake, two solution techniques, namely, a
random search and a heuristic method based on operational
practice, have been developed.

1) Random Search Technique:The random search tech-
nique has been simulated using a GA without crossover
operation and with a high MP (CP 0 and MP 0.5). It has
been employed specifically to test problem A. After 112 500
trials, no feasible solutions had been found; the best solution
found was infeasible and had an evaluation value of 649.63.
This is not surprising given the large search space and small
feasible solution space.

2) Schedules from the Heuristic Approach:For the three
test problems, comparative heuristic schedules of filling and
emptying tanks have been developed using common opera-
tional practice in order to compare with the schedules given by
the GA. The operation of the facility is based on heuristic rules
that focus mainly on unloading ships as early as possible and
maintaining a constant run-down rate of the ballast water: if
there is a choice in selecting a tank for filling up, the smallest
tank that will take the complete contents of a ship (if possible)
is chosen, leaving larger tanks free to receive the next ship-load
of ballast; the heuristic selects the smallest settled tank for
running down, in order to have an empty tank available earlier;
the strategy employed for changing the run-down rates is to
implement the maximum possible change as early as possible.
This heuristic algorithm has been derived from the conduct of
a knowledge elicitation exercise with facility operation experts
and is detailed below. The approach is iterative and uses a
backtracking mechanism until a feasible solution is found. The
algorithm is as follows.

1) Determine the ship unloading plan considering the “first
come, first served” principle, maximum unloading ca-
pacity of ships, and discharging capacity of ballast jetty
line.

2) For each ship discharging time period, identify the tank
currently being filled-up (if not, identify the tank with suf-
ficient, but smallest, space) and calculate the filling-up

Fig. 8. Operation of tanks according to the heuristic approach for test
problem A.

Fig. 9. Operation of tanks according to the heuristic approach for test
problem B.

Fig. 10. Operation of tanks according to the heuristic approach for test
problem C.

rate for the identified tank whilst considering ship dis-
charging rates and space available in the selected tank.
If a tank is not identified for the current time period, go
to step 3; otherwise, go to step 4.

3) Set the current time period as the “empty time” for the
tank that is currently being run down and go to step 2.

4) For each time period, identify the tank currently being run
down (if not, identify the smallest settled tank) and calcu-
late the run-down rate for the identified tank whilst con-
sidering content of the tank, maximum change allowed,
and “empty time” (if any). If a tank is not identified for
the current time period, go to step 5; otherwise go to step
6.

5) Backtrack to the time period when the tank currently run-
ning down first started emptying and reduce its run-down
rate then continue from step 4.

6) If a feasible solution is found or maximum possible at-
tempts reached, stop; otherwise, change ship unloading
plan by constraining ship discharging rates and go to step
2.

The schedule for the operation of the tanks given by the
heuristic approach for test problem A is depicted in Fig. 8.
The heuristic solution is feasible and has an evaluation value
of 73.94. The heuristic solution for test problem B gives the
schedule for the operation of tanks depicted in Fig. 9. The
schedule is feasible and has an evaluation value of 48.28. For
test problem C, the heuristic schedule is illustrated in Fig. 10,
which is feasible and has an evaluation value of 55.79.
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON OFCOSTS FOR THEHEURISTIC AND THE BEST GA SCHEDULES FOR THETEST PROBLEMS

E. Comparison of Schedules

The heuristic solution of the test problems result in the same
ship unloading schedule as the best GA-based solutions shown
in Fig. 3 for test problems A and B and in Fig. 4 for test problem
C. This is because the same ship unloading rules have been em-
bedded into the GA framework and the heuristic approach to de-
rive the ship unloading schedule for the given filling up tanks.
The best GA-based and heuristic solutions both give the shortest
waiting times for the ships and, hence, the lowest possible costs
associated with the ship waiting time (demurrage costs).

The schedule for the operation of tanks in the GA schedule
(Fig. 5) with test problem A can be seen to differ slightly from
the heuristic plan (Fig. 8). The selection and time allocation for
filling-up tanks in both schedules are the same. The heuristic
schedule allocates the first nine time intervals for tank 2 and the
next eight time intervals for running down tank 4, whereas the
GA schedule allocates the first seven intervals for tank 2 and
the next ten time intervals for tank 4. As the volume of con-
tents to be run down in tank 4 (4800 ton) is greater than that
in tank 2 (3600 ton), the allocation of more time for running
down the larger volume makes the GA-based schedule better
than the heuristic schedule in terms of costs associated with the
run-down rates and nonuniformity of run-down rates. This im-
provement is demonstrated by the fact that the average run-down
rate over the scheduling period in the heuristic schedule is 418.6
ton/h in comparison with 388.8 ton/h in the GA solution. Fur-
thermore, the costs associated with the nonuniformity of the
run-down rates are lower in the GA schedule than that in the
heuristic schedule.

In the best GA-based solution for test problem B (Fig. 6),
the selection and time allocation for both filling up and running
down tanks are different from the heuristic schedule (Fig. 9).
For filling up, the heuristic schedule selects tank 3 (the smallest
empty tank), then tank 1, and finally tank 2. The GA selects
tank 1 and then tank 3 for filling up, which allows tank 2 to be
selected for run down in the entire scheduling period, hence re-
ducing the run-down rates to the minimum value after the first
two time intervals. The heuristic schedule empties tank 2 in the
first 21 time intervals before allocating it for filling up. The GA
schedule is again better than the heuristic schedule, in this case

in terms of the average run-down rate over the scheduling pe-
riod. As there is enough free space available in the tanks for the
given scheduling period, there is no rush to run down the con-
tents of the tanks.

For test problem C, the best GA-based solution (Fig. 7) gives a
differentallocation of tanks for both filling-upand running-down
than that given by the heuristic schedule (Fig. 10). For filling up,
both solutions initially select tank 3 (the empty tank), then after
the heuristic schedule selects, then tank 2, and finally tank 1. For
running down, the heuristic schedule selects tank 3 (smallest set-
tled tank), then tank 1, and finally tank 4. The GA empties tank
1 in the first eight time periods, which allows tank 1 to be se-
lected for filling up and tank 2 to be allocated for running down
in the remaining scheduling period. In this way, the GA schedule
results in less tank switching operations and reduction in the av-
erage run-down rates over the scheduling period. Although the
costs associated with the nonuniformity of run-down rates for the
GA schedule are higher than those of the heuristic schedule, the
overall costs for the GA schedule (51.98) is better than those for
the heuristic schedule (55.00).

The costs of the best GA-based solutions and the heuristic
solutions for each test problem are quantified in Table VII. The
numerical values in Table VII show that the schedules found by
the GA-based approach are better than the heuristic schedules
developed using the current operational practice for all three
test problems. As described earlier, test problem A represents
a tight scheduling situation for the facility in that there is not
much choice of tank selection for filling up and running down
at the start of the scheduling period. The search space for the test
problem is very large, while the feasible solution space appears
to be characterized by small disconnected regions containing a
few troughs. In such a tight situation, it is a significant achieve-
ment of the GA to obtain a better schedule than the heuristic
schedule.

Test problem B provides more flexibility in terms of selecting
filling-up tanks making the space of feasible solutions larger
than that for test problem A. The number of troughs in the
feasible space for test problem B would appear to be greater
than that for test problem A. The GA-based approach found a
significantly better solution than the heuristic schedule for test
problem B.
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Test problem C has more flexibility than test problems A and
B in terms of selecting running-down tanks and, hence, a larger
feasible search space. The GA is unsurprisingly more consistent
in finding feasible solutions for test problem C (Table VI) than
for test problems A and B. The heuristic technique similarly
finds a feasible solution for problem C, although the solution
was poorer than that found by the GA-based approach.

Unlike other solution techniques, the GA-based technique
works with a population of solutions and offers a set of solutions
instead of a single final solution. This highlights an advantage in
this application. If the best solution is no longer appropriate due
to some reasons, for example, flexibility in operating conditions,
the GA-based technique provides alternatives (such as solutions
which violate soft constraints) in its final set of solutions which
may be judged and selected instead. Although no operational
experience has been gained with this proposed approach, its
merits have been demonstrated for the selected case studies.

The experimental results for the test problems considered
provide some evidence to the general applicability of the pro-
posed GA approach. That is, for problems of a similar nature
the GA approach adopted will be of relevance in obtaining their
solution. The proposed hybrid approach can be useful to solve
an optimization problem with mixed variables. This type of op-
timization problem can be decomposed into a combinatorial
(decision) problem and a continuous (real number) problem.
This allows the construction of a GA string to represent the
combinatorial problem while the continuous problem is solved
using known heuristic rules or a suitable technique within the
GA-framework. GA-heuristic hybrids can take full advantage
of both these approaches as demonstrated for the test problems
considered.

VI. CONCLUSION

Three realistic test scenarios for scheduling ship unloading
and tank filling and emptying in a ballast water treatment facility
have been presented and the application of a GA-based tech-
nique to solve the problems demonstrated. The solution tech-
nique uses an “integrated” approach in which the GA string
represents the allocation of tanks for filling up and for running
down and a rule-based approach is used to calculate the ship un-
loading rates and the tank run-down rates within the evaluation
function. The GA string has been encoded using integers. The
evaluation function has been constructed incorporating objec-
tives and penalties, the latter for both constraint violation and
undesirable operation of the facility.

The sensitivity of the GA method to different population up-
dating approaches, operators, and parameters has been estab-
lished. Restricted GA operators have been implemented that al-
ways respect an essential problem constraint for the generation
of initial solutions and during the reproduction process. The GA
model with these restricted operators has been found to be more
robust than the GA model with standard operators for a wide
range of GA parameters. Tests have shown that high-quality so-
lutions can be found if an appropriate architecture of the GA is
selected for the problem.

Furthermore, comparisons have been made between the
GA-based approach, a random search, and a heuristic method

based on current operational practice for different problem
scenarios with tightly constrained and flexible situations. It has
been shown that the GA-based approach finds a better schedule
with a lower and more uniform run-down rate. Although
the GA-based approach is not guaranteed to find the global
optimal solution, it is a significant achievement to obtain a
good solution to a complex problem, like that discussed above,
in a reasonable computational time. The results demonstrate
that the GA-based approach forms the basis of an effective
scheduling tool.
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